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From: Hugh
To: Alex Elvin
Cc: Hugh Taylor; Alexandra Taylor
Subject: Re: Parking plot..additional event parking...
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 9:09:47 AM
Attachments: 200-3 2022-11-30 Parking Plan.pdf

ATT00001.txt

Greetings Alex, this is my hen scratching to represent the additional cars to total 120(ish).
This is all on premises but know also that in years past, even long before our DRI in ‘91, we could rely on parking
on our hill along the west (left) side of our driveway which can hold 50 or more cars as well as along one side of
Lighthouse Rd as we see routinely in our community when residents host large parties, funerals, town meetings, etc.
additionally, when we have hosted events with  thousands of visitors, we have had access to the town’s parking lot
holding many cars where guests either walk over or have been provided conveyance by van, carriage and hay
wagons. Know, of course, these events are not anticipated as any regular occurrence or even annually, but since
there are presently no prohibitions in our town restricting these occasional uses, we would like to preserve our
ability to do so until our town takes restrictive steps. Also, any of the larger events like some we have done in the
past, concerts, demo derbies, and other benefits,  beyond wedding type events, where we invite the public, we seek
approval from our BoS to specifically address those singular large events and the concerns of neighbors, boards and
logistical considerations of our fire and police chiefs.
All probably too much information, but possibly a tid bit here and there to help explain our request for modification
in this regard.
Hugh

mailto:hugh@vineyard.net
mailto:elvin@mvcommission.org
mailto:hughtaylor@vineyard.net
mailto:dogfishbar@gmail.com
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Sent from my iPad

> On Dec 7, 2022, at 10:01 AM, Meegan Lancaster <meegan@vlse.net> wrote:
> 
> Hi Hugh - 
> 
> I am attaching a copy of the parking plan.  There is an issue with the width of the parking spaces from your drawing being variable whereas a plan would generally call for consistent sizing of spaces.  Spaces on a plan are generally 8.5 to 9 ft wide.  Reid asked me to draft it out at 8.5.  
> 
> Please let me know if the attached drawing works for you.  Thanks!
> 
> -ML.  
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Hugh <hugh@vineyard.net> 
> Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 9:46 AM
> To: reid vlse.net <reid@vlse.net>; Meegan Lancaster <meegan@vlse.net>
> Subject: Parking plot..
> 
> Any hope of time for a quick parking plot on the plan...?
> Hugh
> 
> Sent from my iPad
> <200-3 2022-11-30 Parking Plan.pdf>





